
Hoyo De Monterrey Double Coronas     235
Mild bodied with a combination of sweet spices and coffee notes.

H Upmann Half Corona     130
Shortness in size but never gives up the full sensation one expects from a true Habano.

Romeo y Julieta No.2 AT     130
Cocoa and cedar undertones which then becomes herbaceous on the palate

making this mild bodied cigar quite delightful.

Romeo y Julieta Short Churchills     190
A peppery display of earthy and spicy hints on the palate.

Romeo y Julieta Petit Churchills     190
The start of the cigar is leathery with roasted nutty aromas but then its pace and intensity surprises.

Cohiba Siglo No. 2     210
Creamy sweetness, medium bean notes and also medium tobacco taste.

Overall rich with an inviting aroma and a good draw.

Montecristo No. 2     235
Stocky, dark and pointed. Powerful from the start. With rich but not overwhelming flavors of leather,

such sweet spices as cinnamon and nutmeg and the cigarʼs trademark tangy wood note.

Montecristo No. 4     130
Earthy in the beginning followed by spice in the second third.

Closer to the end, soft notes of coffee and cocoa appear.

Montecristo No. 5     130
Superior short smoke. Medium to Fill bodied that is strong but never harsh.

Smooth flavor with a very good draw.

Cohiba Robustos     315
Complex because of its full bodied strength and excellent joint. Starts off toasty, succeeded by cedary

undertones and hints of honey. Finishes off with creamy cocoa notes.

Partagas Series E No. 2     190
Beautiful creamy smoke with full bodied flavor. Excellent construction draw that gets better as you smoke it.

You will find the traditional heavy earthy and peppery tastes blended in with robust tobacco.

Bolivar Belicosos     160
Nice spice that hits followed by a mix of woody and roasted animal notes.

Then comes the thick and creamy mix on the palate. Full in flavor.
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